AMMONIUM SULFATE STARTER BOOSTS
WINTER WHEAT PERFORMANCE

Nitrogen (N) and sulfur (S) levels
in the soil are likely to be low in
many winter wheat fields this
fall because it has been a wet
year combined with high rates of
nutrient removal by the season’s
large corn crop. Therefore, using a
starter fertilizer can help build an
important foundation for achieving
high yields for winter wheat.
“I think it is good practice to
have some ammonium and sulfur
at planting,” said Greg Roth,
Professor of Agronomy at Penn
State. “It might be the case this
year, with wheat following very
high corn yields, that soil nitrogen
gets exhausted.”
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added that ammonium sulfate has a
relatively low salt index and brings
sulfate-S to the crop in an immediately
usable form, which can be vital in soils
that tend to be sulfur deficient.
“On some of our sandiest soils, we need
to split-apply S just like N in order to
maintain availability throughout the year,”
Thomason noted.
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Winter Wheat Response to Starter Fertilizer Placement
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and tillering,” Thomason said. “Placing
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Thomason shared that placing a starter
fertilizer N-P-K-S blend (with sulfur
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a seed firmer in the row, or injecting
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it two inches below the seed and
three-quarters of an inch to the side,
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delivered the greatest yield in an eight
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Useful Resources
Sulf-N® ammonium sulfate is an
excellent source of ammonium-N and
sulfate-S, which are both immediately
available to plants and ammonium-N.
For more information about Sulf-N®
benefits, visit this page or contact
Mercedes Gearhart, Senior Agronomist
at AdvanSix.
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Contact AdvanSix
To learn more about the benefits
of Sulf-N® Ammonium Sulfate, visit
AdvanSix.com or SulfN.com or call:
1-844-890-8949 (toll free, U.S./Can.)
+1-973-526-1800 (international)
AdvanSix
300 Kimball Drive, Suite 101
Parsippany, NJ 07054
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